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Lisa Gonzalez Smith Joins Advanced Purchasing Dynamics to 

Lead ROI Based Implementations of ProcureForce Supply Chain 

Technology 

 

Industry veteran Lisa Gonzalez Smith helps manufacturers implement ProcureForce 

with a Building Block approach to Digital Transformation in the Supply Chain 

 

 
Lisa Gonzalez Smith 

Plymouth, Mich. – February 8, 2022 – Advanced Purchasing 
Dynamics (APD), the leader in cost management technology for 
manufacturing companies, recently added Lisa Gonzalez Smith to 
the team providing industry expertise for supply chain systems 
implementations.  Lisa is a trusted global procurement leader 
transforming global end-to-end supply chain processes and driving 
organizational change management.  While at Ford Motor Company, 
Lisa provided executive leadership of a global procurement IT 
portfolio enabling $105B direct and indirect annual spend. 
 

Advanced Purchasing Dynamics Building Block implementation methodology is a result based 
incremental approach to evolving digital transformation in the supply chain – delivering ROI to 
customers every step of the way.  Rather than drowning in an all-encompassing supply chain 
implementation, ProcureForce is designed to implement pieces of the solution that resolve 
critical issues purchasing departments are facing today.  This approach benefits companies 
regardless of company size.  
 

Advanced Purchasing Dynamics customers are using ProcureForce to attack critical supply 

chain issues: 

 

• Supplier price increase mitigation 

• Increased volume of supplier RFQ’s 

• Faster responses to sales in support of new business 

• Cost management for supplier negotiations and uncovering savings opportunities 

 

“Purchasing departments are too busy these days managing critical issues while losing sight of 

strategic initiatives like cost savings.  The beauty of Advanced Purchasing Dynamics Building 

Block approach to digital transformation is that it increases buyer efficiency which frees time to 
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focus on strategic initiatives,” commented Mike Betz, CEO and Managing Partner of Advanced 

Purchasing Dynamics. “We have incorporated concepts from our Cost Management 

Certification program directly into ProcureForce so not only will the buyer have more time, but 

they will have the right technology tools to make them efficient as they focus on strategic 

initiatives.”   

 
 

 

About Advanced Purchasing Dynamics 

Founded in 2004 by Jeoff Burris to feed his passion for understanding costs and working 

collaboratively with suppliers, APD has a 16-year history of helping clients find answers to the 

four fundamental cost questions: 

• What does it cost? 

• What should it cost?  

• What is the plan to close the gap? 

• What is the plan to reduce the should-be cost? 

APD is plotting the course for Purchasing 4.0 where vast sums of cost and pricing data are 

leveraged with AI and machine learning to provide predictive cost and pricing analytics. 

For more information on Advanced Purchasing Dynamics, please visit: www.apurchasingd.com 
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